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Abstract: Property tax is the primary source of revenue for municipal bodies. In India, municipal corporations are facing issues in property tax collection, and the primary reason for it is a lack of count of assessed properties under its jurisdiction. Also, the storage of information on the properties is mainly based on manual efforts, which leads to data redundancy and failure to appropriate tax collection. Geographical Information Systems (GIS) consists of technology, personnel, and resources to create, maintain, visualize, search, and share geospatial data and services. The study has been carried out in the Hauz Khas Ward, South Delhi Municipal Corporation, Delhi. This paper aims to develop a spatial database for property tax management. It includes capturing the building footprint, road, land use such as parks, paved area, drains, and demarcation of boundaries such as locality slums, based on a regular grid net with a cell size of 250 m by 250 m. The generated geospatial database has been finally used to evaluate parameters for property tax calculation. Moreover, this spatial database can be organized as different models for any web-based application for municipal services. This study provides a working example of a GIS-based property tax collection solution for whole of India and other South-Asian countries.
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1. Introduction

Worldwide more than 130 countries collect taxes on the properties, and almost all countries consider it the prime source of revenue for the local governments to administrate effectively [1,2]. Moreover, developing countries rely on it more than developed ones and acknowledge the importance of so-called local tax [3,4]. Even in most of the developing countries, the local governments rely on property-related revenues to service out other essential services such as education and health [5]. Now that the global community has acknowledged the significance of taxation as a ‘state-building’ process, the practical consequences of implementing a strategy to tax reform require clarification and efficient procedure to implement.

Property tax is a levy on property that the owner is required to pay to the governing authority of the area where the property exists. For any development, property tax is one of the major sources of income state or country to cover the expenditure of development [6]. The local or municipal authorities are bound for the development of their administration, and without capital, it can become a challenge for them. Besides, taxation can be used as an urban management tool that can track land use, urban expansion, land market, and
transactions related to properties [7]. As a matter of fact, for property taxation, location is foremost as it matters to unit value for tax calculation. The location as a spatial attribute of property is crucial for the analysis or estimation of many aspects related to property or urban management.

India also has the same scenarios of revenue collections related to property. At present, there are about 3842 urban local bodies (ULBs) in India, wherein 2108 are Nagar Panchayats, 1595 are Municipalities, and 139 are Municipal Corporations. Mainly there are three sources from where ULBs generate their revenue, i.e., revenue shared taxes, exclusive taxes, and nontax revenues. The exclusive taxes include property, entertainment vacant land, advertisement, and professional taxes. While the property tax is the most important tax levied among all the taxes at the local scale. For any local or municipal body, property tax reflects the relation between the types of services financed at the local level vs. the benefit to property values. Hence, it is considered a good tax. In India, the state government is responsible for designing the property tax system, and the ULBs control the tax rate and collection planning.

In India, many studies have been carried out to lay down the taxation system of the properties. A study carried out by the National Institute of Urban Affairs (NIUA) in 10 Indian cities shows that the trend has shifted from the annual rental value-based system to an area-based system in many cities [8]. The area-based taxation is based on factors such as location, usage, type of construction, and age of the building. Many corporations have introduced the self-assessment scheme, and a few, like in Bangalore, have introduced online tax payment. As mentioned earlier, the success of reforms has been uneven. While the revenue productivity in Bangalore has shown a sharp increase, the revenues have continued to be stagnant in many other metros, including Delhi [9].

Noncompliance with property taxes is common in south Asian countries, and it can worsen their liquidity problems [7]. Revenue elasticities and metrics of taxpayer hardship are used to characterize optimal enforcement and taxing regimes [5]. These characteristics are calculated utilizing a variety of sources of variance as well as administrative data. Rate hikes and increased enforcement generate revenue, but liquidity restrictions also influence taxpayer behavior [4]. Despite liquidity restrictions, increasing tax rates improve wellbeing. On the other hand, enforcement has larger private expenses than welfare benefits. Mostly on margin, welfare-maximizing authorities would instead raise tax rates than strengthen enforcement [3]. Therefore an efficient system is required for assisting the collection and management of the property taxes.

Property tax can be a significant source of revenue, but practically it fails to collect expected revenue efficiently. In Delhi, the method of tax calculation is unit based for which many factors are required, such as property address, colony name, colony category, no. of floors, covered area, vacant land area, type of property (residential/commercial), type of occupancy (owner/tenant), type of structure (kaccha, pacca, semi pucca), year of construction and owner type (single/joint). A door-to-door ground survey is essential to complete this database. Proper assessment of properties and efficient tax collection are vital for the ULBs. The current infrastructure has insufficient information to ease the process of tax status verification. For tax inspectors, it is imperative to identify the defaulters who are not paying appropriate tax in terms of its factors or not paying at all. The good thing about property taxation is that the primary object, i.e., property, is immoveable. But again, if you don’t know its location, you can’t manage it. Therefore, many municipal bodies are planning to adopt GIS-based property tax systems to boost their revenues. GIS is a modern system of tools for effective and efficient storage, retrieval, and manipulation of spatial and non-spatial data for attaining efficient management and policy-making information [10]. GIS can provide a system for inputting spatial data and intelligence for planning and monitoring project implementation [11].

GIS is used to locate assets, track information, and save an organization time and resources. Multiple analyses can be done on a database that can be readily displayed on any GIS-based platform with various color-coded parameters that the corporation’s officials
can easily interpret. One can quickly identify the number of households who want to know the defaulters in their assigned area. It provides a visual result in a hard copy or digital map about where those properties are located. Moreover, it was challenging to identify the impact of location on land value as determining accurate location was very challenging [12]. Nowadays, using GIS, to analyze spatial attributes of any number of entities is relatively easy [13–16]. Also, GIS mapping is of great significance in scientific research, planning, and management [17]. GIS technologies can handle large volumes of data from multiple sources, integrating them to produce information in a spatial context through maps and models [18]. Applying GIS-based municipal information tools can lead to the solution of these data management problems. Thus, GIS can be a handy tool for municipal planning and decision-making that evaluates and assesses assets. Not just worldwide but also in India, many local and municipal governments use GIS as a decision-making tool to design and support development programs [19].

This study is a pilot study to be carried out for the whole of India initially with the four major metropolitans, Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, and Chennai. The present study is the representative study of one of the wards of South Delhi, i.e., Hauz Khas. The agency responsible for levying the tax on properties in South Delhi is South Delhi Municipal Corporation (SDMC). The present work aimed to create a geospatial database of all the properties present in Hauz Khas to take them under the tax net of SDMC. In Delhi, the property tax calculation is based on the unit area method. Since 2004, the collection of property tax has been moved to the self-assessment method. Since then, the number of assessed properties has decreased [20]. Also, because it is a self-assessment basis, SDMC has information for those properties that have filed the property tax. The properties which have never paid the tax have not come under the notice of SDMC. Therefore there is an ever-increasing need for digital spatial data to be more feasible and reliable for this decision-making system [21–25].

The paper demonstrates the need as well as how a successful spatial database consisting of multiple layers in GIS environment is created to provide a solution through ground reflective analyses and could be easily accessed through an intranet or internet application [26–28]. This work is also designed as an enterprise GIS for municipalities all over India that can customize attributes and geospatial data with spatial and non-spatial models and operations to create a service-oriented architecture from Geo web services [29–32]. The study also demonstrates how planned spatial data (attribute and non-attribute) such as building footprint, roads, drains, parks, location boundaries are digitized for the jurisdiction of Hauz Khas Ward, South Delhi Municipal Corporation, in the GIS environment.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Delhi is located at a latitude of 28°34′ N and a longitude of 77°07′ E, having an average elevation of 233 m (ranging from 213 to 305 m) above the mean sea level. The NCT has three local municipal corporations: Municipal Corporation of Delhi (providing civic amenities to an estimated 13.78 million people), New Delhi Municipal Council (New Delhi), and Delhi Cantonment Board. The total geographic area of Delhi is 1483 km² (Rural-689 km², urban-624 km² and forest-170 km²). Recently Delhi Municipal Corporation of Delhi has been trifurcated into three smaller Municipal corporations—North Delhi Municipal Corporation, South Delhi Municipal Corporation, East Delhi Municipal Corporation. Among all the corporations, South Delhi Municipal corporation is the largest one, having 667.38 km². The South Delhi municipal corporation is further divided into four-zone and 104 wards. Hauz Khas ward (Ward No.62S) falls under the South Zone of South Delhi Municipal corporation (Figure 1). It consists of planned, unplanned as well as commercial properties.
2.2. Methods

For this study, the primary concern is building, as it is fundamental for property tax calculation. For the level of visual interpretation required in this study, WorldView-2 imagery has been used. The resolution of the world view is 0.5 m which was suitable for the interpretation of building edges and partitions. A visible feature like building, land-cover, drains can be captured using this image, but the boundary of localities is not possible with it. For interpretation of localities, blocks, colonies, other sources such as Google or Eicher maps are useful. For this paper, a reference to Eicher map-2007 and Google map has been used. ArcGIS (version 10.1), an ESRI suite platform, was opted for geodatabase creation. Figure 2 shows an overview of the overall methodology.

The primary data, i.e., categorized property data, was collected through field surveys using the property tax form (Annexure 1, 2). The secondary, i.e., wards boundary gazette notification, slum boundary list, enumeration block extent list, SDMC property tax form, and colony categorization lists have been collected from the concerned departments. The unique key between the property survey form and spatial data of the building was proposed to be an identifier referred to as BUID. On the platform of ArcGIS, the survey data have been mapped using the geocode tool. The survey data led to creating three related layers, i.e., building, properties, and unit.
Since for property taxation, “Property” is the foremost requirement, and it can be one building or part of a building or cluster of buildings. During digitalization, all buildings have been assigned a BUID with a unique number for each building so the polygons can be used to map real-world properties. All buildings were assigned with a reference number ranging from 1 to N within the Grid, where N is the maximum count of buildings in any grid having limits of 99999. This reference number was formulated as a five digit alphanumeric text. To make it 5 digits, an additional pre “0” has been added to the attribute’s reference number (RN). For example, if the given Grid no. 30274, the building has been given reference no. from 1 to 114. The building Id will be “00001”, 00010, 00100, etc.

The unique reference number (URN) is a 10-digit number combined with Grid number and Building ID. This was a means of creating a unique reference number for each building throughout the data. In Table 1, the design and creation of BUID have been shown.
Table 1. Creation of Building Unique ID.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map Number</th>
<th>Building Reference Number</th>
<th>Building ID</th>
<th>BUID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30274</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>00001</td>
<td>3027400001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30274</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>00002</td>
<td>3027400002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30274</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>00081</td>
<td>3027400081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30274</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>00082</td>
<td>3027400082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30274</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>00112</td>
<td>3027400112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30274</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>00113</td>
<td>3027400113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For digitization of location boundary, Eicher image has been used. Eicher is an image having visualized major base layer information. The colonies and locations are generally separated by any natural or manmade boundary such as road, drain, building, or landcover pattern. A Reference Google image has also been taken for this task. Information like the name of a major road, major drains, localities, and major landmarks has been added in the data using Eicher and Google.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Geodatabase of the Implementing the Property Tax

Understanding the ground reality in terms of available features, structures, and economic activities is essential to creating any management and planning activities for any area. This requires digitization of all the available features on the ground, such as buildings, lands, forests, water bodies, and roads within the municipal boundaries [33–37]. This is wherein GIS-based geodatabase plays come into play. The data captured as a .shp file and stored in a .gdb format at the ESRI Platform forms the data input process. The geodatabase is a structured way to store multiple shapefiles of different feature types, whether point or line or polygon [38]. The structure of the geodatabase used in this study is presented in Figure 3. The set of shapefiles has been categorized in geodatabase based on its entity type. Before capturing the data in the shapefile, required fields with the name have been created as per the data type and field length.

![Figure 3. Geodatabase structure of the Hauz Khas ward (I).](image)

There are four major geodatabases (.gdb) categorized in the present work, i.e., building, road, land use, and boundary, under which various other essential information layers are stored either by digitization or creation. One of the important layers in this project is a grid of 250 × 250 m which is the base for creating a unique ID for building and property survey maps. Each Grid is assigned a unique number, and each building with the Grid has
also been assigned a unique number. A combination of both the numbers at the Grid and building will create a unique ID for the building, i.e., BUID (Figures 4 and 5).

On the ground, there are multiple properties. By assigning a unique no. to each property within the building, it will create a Unique ID to each property. In another way, the concatenation of Grid no., building no, and property no. will create a Unique ID for property (PID: Property ID).

Figure 4. Geodatabase structure of the Hauz Khas ward (II).
The creation of spatial data is majorly an image interpretation job. Before capturing any building, a $250 \times 250$ m grid has been created. This Grid has been created using the fishnet tool in Arc GIS [39]. Each Grid has been assigned a unique number. The same grid number will be updated in the building under the respective Grid. It will not just help in tracking of digitization of data but also will help create a unique ID for Building.

SDMC colony boundaries were mapped starting with the enumeration block. Enumeration Block (EB) means a specific area allotted to one particular enumerator to carry out census operations relating to population enumeration. The State Election Commission defines these EB Boundaries. SDMC uses these EB Boundaries to form SDMC colony boundaries. The municipal valuation committee decides the category of colonies. The boundary of wards and colonies is most likely to change within its Assembly constituency boundary every five years. Demarcation of EBs on the digital platform is a one-time exercise that will be a base for future modification of ward or colony boundaries.

The digital profile of the Hauz Khas ward has been created, which has visual information of building, road, use of lands, and locality. Land use and land cover information are important for several planning and management activities concerned with the surface of the earth [40,41]. The land-use types are estimates of the study area is given in Table 2. The
land use distribution can define and predict human activity using agriculture, housing, or institutional. Ward area of Hauzkhas is 3.14 km$^2$ having 5620 buildings under its jurisdiction. The covered area of the building is 0.93 km$^2$ in Hauzkhas, i.e., 29% of the area, which is the tax-net for the SDMC (Figure 6). Through this approach, only horizontal expansion of built-up can be determined. Still, again for the actual covered area, it is imperative to calculate the vertical built-up, which can be best possible through the door-to-door survey of these buildings. Apart from this, approximately 20% of the area is covered by roads and paved areas. Since the Hauzkhas ward is planned, 23% of the area has been dedicated to the gardens and park. Since many of these portions are owned privately, this can be maintained the same in consecutive years. One more thing is very focal in this study for the municipal that approx. 23% of the area is open land, which is prone to have unauthorized construction leading to unauthorized colonies.

Table 2. Land use/Land cover of Hauz Khas Ward estimates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Use</th>
<th>Area (m$^2$)</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water Body</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td>92.57</td>
<td>29.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open land</td>
<td>72.36</td>
<td>23.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>12.11</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park</td>
<td>72.48</td>
<td>23.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paved Area</td>
<td>26.87</td>
<td>8.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road Edge</td>
<td>37.45</td>
<td>11.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apart from the land-use profile, this database has also resulted in a building polygon with a unique ID. The decided range for building reference is 99999 for each Grid, which is quite enough as each Grid area is 250 $\times$ 250 m$^2$. The 250 $\times$ 250 m grid size is a requirement under the Government of India guidelines to map buildings within such grids under this framework. Very high-scale grids would complicate the GIS-based processing and shall require more computing power (storage and processing). Therefore the 250 $\times$ 250 m grids were selected after various hit and trial experiments to avoid computational and data storage issues and, at the same time, was fair enough to provide a rigorous comparison.

Since the data type of Building ID is alphanumeric, an alphabet can be added to the ID for any adverse condition such as partition or new building construction in the same building. This BUID is key to smooth access of these polygons to use it to collect property information through field surveyor to link it with other digital databases or to map any other attributes. For the development and maintaining the ward, this exercise can provide a foundation where multiple analyses and predictions can be made.
3.2. Property Tax Implementation

Property tax isn't used to its full potential due to low property valuation rates and ineffective revenue collection. Municipalities and local civic bodies' largest difficulty today is defining improved property valuation procedures, keeping a regular track of income receipts, and calculating losses on exemptions [42]. GIS aids in the monitoring of property tax revenue by establishing a platform that spatially interconnects all property-related data, such as the number of storeys in each building, the total structured area of each building, individual plot areas, locality details, and municipal colony boundaries, to the tax calculation principles.

The formula of property tax is:

\[ \text{Annual value} \times \text{Tax Rate} \]

In Delhi, the rate of tax is divided into eight categories from A to H (Table 3).

Table 3. Rate of Colony Categories for Property Tax Calculation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Residential Property</th>
<th>Commercial Property</th>
<th>Industrial Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Land use map of Hauz Khas Ward.
3.2. Property Tax Implementation

Property tax isn’t used to its full potential due to low property valuation rates and ineffective revenue collection. Municipalities and local civic bodies’ largest difficulty today is defining improved property valuation procedures, keeping a regular track of income receipts, and calculating losses on exemptions [42]. GIS aids in the monitoring of property tax revenue by establishing a platform that spatially interconnects all property-related data, such as the number of storeys in each building, the total structured area of each building, individual plot areas, locality details, and municipal colony boundaries, to the tax calculation principles.

The formula of property tax is

\[ \text{Annual value} \times \text{Tax Rate} \]

In Delhi, the rate of tax is divided into eight categories from A to H (Table 3).

Table 3. Rate of Colony Categories for Property Tax Calculation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Residential Property</th>
<th>Commercial Property</th>
<th>Industrial Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To devolve a robust database, the creation of thematic maps of the property tax formula parameters will be a major advantage. For example, the database will have visible information like use factor such as commercial, residential; Age factor means a year of construction of the building; Structure factor such as kachha, pucca; Occupancy factor such as self-occupied, tenants.

\[ \text{Annual value} = \text{Unit area value per } \text{m}^2 \times \text{Unit area of property} \times \text{Age factor} \times \text{Use factor} \times \text{Structure factor} \times \text{Occupancy factor} \]

Apart from this, many other rebate factors are applicable for tax calculation. More the variable stored in the database directly proportionates to the improvement of the database. Access to these kinds of the color-coded map through the administration system of property tax will be boon for the tax inspector. It will be easy to identify and verify the values given by taxpayers. The GIS information layers are shown below as maps (Figure 7a,b).

Also, for calculating annual value, one of the factors is Unit area value per \text{m}^2 which is the assigned value per square of meter built-up area of the property. It also varies on colony categories.
Figure 7. Cont.
Figure 7. Information required for calculating the annual tax i.e., structure type, building type, floor distribution, and owner type. (a) Zoomed-in view (b) Overall Hauz Khas.
3.3. Mapping of Taxpayers Data

There is no regular monitoring of whether property tax has been paid or not. As with the case of property tax, there is no assessment of whether owners make proper property taxes in terms of its factors. In the current system, there are various blockers to identify such defaulters. If any tax has never been paid for any property, then the record of the property does not exist in the database. Even the tax for the property has been paid since property tax payment is a self-assessment method, so to verify the details of property provided by the owner, the only option for a tax inspector is ground verification (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Annual tax payers status in the geodatabase.
Using the spatial digital property database would be a systematic and easy process to identify these issues [43]. SDMC has two types of taxpayer data: Online tax data paid by the taxpayer using an online portal and a ledger that has information on those taxpayer data that pay tax offline. Both the data contain information about taxpayers, including addresses and arrears. Joining SDMC taxpayer data with the property database helps bring out the required quality for developing an application that includes correlation and computerization of owner details and tax-paid history on the spatial platform to visualize the property from all aspects. After spatial joining and data sorting, analysis is done on each record to identify the status based on criteria, i.e., tax Paid and Not Paid (Figure 8). The final analysis result will be colony-wise sorted spatial data with information of property details on the ground and given by the owner concerning its tax history.

The amount of money collected from property tax in India is currently low. Its revenues currently account for just 0.2 percent of India’s GDP, but it accounts for 3 to 4% of GDP in wealthy countries such as Canada and the United States [44]. Even a small increase in revenue from these might help local municipalities significantly grow their infrastructure, perhaps enhancing their development operations. Therefore an efficient property tax system is essential for development at grass-roots levels in India.

In fact, every country works in the field of its economic development and pushes itself to rise with other global powers. This is a joint exercise between the government and the people [45,46]. Taxation is one such system that acts as a feedback loop [47]. The government necessarily has to establish a system that would help the people have enough money to keep up with the rising output scales of any form of taxation. With automation gaining a central stage in India, various options are available for people to participate in the economic cycle. While industrialized countries already have significant shifts in revenues from the taxations, developing countries like India are trying to cope with their pace with the systems like the one discussed in the present study. Various studies suggest that developing countries should deliberately implement automation to maximize the financial outputs [48,49]. This study attempts to address India’s progress in tax automation in the form of spatial information systems, GIS. Existing property tax collection systems do not try to close the gap in the efficient assessment of the taxes [50]. Most crucially, planned GIS-based automation must be implemented through solid regulations that recognize property-specific flexibility and allow reinstatement methods to achieve effective economic returns that ultimately help in restoring ecosystem services [51,52].

4. Conclusions

The study demonstrates the working process of a geospatial database of various information parameters to calculate the property tax in the Hauz Khas ward of South Delhi. A well-organized geodatabase is created with four main types of information databases, building, road, land use, and boundary. Within these, a lot of other parameters, e.g., property address, colony name, category of the colony, no. of the floor, covered area, vacant land area, type of property (residential/commercial), type of occupancy (owner/tenant), type of structure (kaccha, pacca, semi pucca), year of construction and owner type (single/joint) were incorporated aimed at the calculation of property of the study area. For property taxation, there are mainly three steps, i.e., identification of properties to be taxed, accounting and creation of tax based on property parameter, and collection of tax, including arrears. All this information was collected through the image and a door-to-door ground survey to complete this database. The created database will make this process effortless and in time. It also provides control to secure the database and can be backed up to prevent data losses. Again, maintenance and updating of the database are much faster than the current hardcopy data format. It can overlay with any other layer, such as planning the layout of the development area and roads. This database can be used by other administrative divisions and will be easily upgraded by exchanging information of property tax department with other departments. So, the cost can be shared by multiple divisions of government. On the other hand, it will provide a channel for the
interaction of citizens and municipalities. Both parties can access the data with different rights of control. Having all information on the property will bring transparency in local taxation. Municipal applications need databases at a large scale for micro-level planning. Digital database creation is the primary and most crucial step towards development. Since the data has been captured on the GIS platform for fieldwork activity and the transfer of multiple attributes of field data, it will act as a powerful tool. Again, for the evaluation and development of colonies, other information on infrastructures such as type of road and drain and governing bodies is vital. This one-time task will be the key to multiple solutions to municipal challenges. This database can systematically store historical, current, and future databases and be utilized for analysis or development. Since there are many GIS platforms, this can be used and accessed through any IT-enabled GIS application.
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